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SoLA  //  Argentina

SOUTHERN SOLACE
Enough with the drama, time for some scenery. Colonized 

by the Spanish and recipient of a bewildering variety of immig-
rants like many Latin American nations, Argentina is home to a 
variety of terrains and climates almost as diverse as its cultural 
and ethnic heritage. 

From the verdant pampas and jungles of the interior 
and North to the Atlantic coast and the jagged peaks of the  
Andes, there’s something for everyone somewhere in Argen- 
tina: backwater pampero towns nestled near megacorp facilities 
and agricorp ranches; rough merc prefab-towns besieged by 
encroaching Amazonian rainforests on the banks of the Paraná  
and Plata; disreputable leisure towns owned by syndicates; 
ghost villages deserted by those looking for better lots in the 
cities; and pristine Andine slopes in places like the Bariloche  
resort, home to best skiing in the southern hemisphere for most 
of the year and the perfect out-of-the-way spot for the elite to un-
wind. The jewels of the nation are our cities, however. All seem to 
have peculiarities and characters of their own, but two stand out. 

BUENOS AIRES
The pride of Argentinean culture is also a living remnant of 

Europe in the Americas. Buenos Aires is a stronghold of corpo-
rate power and strives to be the economic and political counter- 
weight to Metropole. Despite the corp cruisers perpetually 
anchored at port, no one needs reminding that the capital is 
within artillery range of Amazonian forces.

> The competition between the two countries goes on at all levels. 
Argentina may be pissed Novatech is spreading its wings across the 
border, but Amazonia is livid that Buenos Aires continues to get twice 
the traffic of any of its ports.

> JWK

Though towering glass skyscrapers and arcologies have 
taken over downtown, the city retains its Old World charm. 
You can still find vibrant memories of another age in its pic-
turesque colonial mansions and tree-lined avenues. In fact, 
roadways have been elevated to avoid heavy traffic in old re-
sidential areas like Alto Palermo and La Recoleta, where many 
of Arrojo’s cronies and corp execs live among well-patrolled 
alamedas and breezy coffee-shops.

> One thing you have to give them—Argentineans know how to un-
wind. There’s always something going on in Buenos Aires. Even these 
days, there seems to be a truce in place wherever people gather to 
have a good time. The music and dancing helps people forget the 
troubles . . . and provides a nice cover to conduct all sorts of business. 

> Rosa Alva

Equally colorful is the central corporate district with 
MCT’s Corrientes arcology (the biggest south of Tenochtitlán)  
towering over the Renraku Quarter (formerly Plaza de Mayo) 
and Aztechnology’s amazing Nuevo Azteca–style waterfront 
complex. Also of note is Ares’ impressive Retiro compound, 
which hosts the annual Buenos Aires Arms Fair (the biggest in 
South America).
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